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WHAT DOES NEXTGEN“U” COVER?

In this online curriculum, we will help individuals develop the 16 kinds of “soft skills – professional experiences” they MUST demonstrate to successfully manage their career. These 16 core lessons, will position team members as employees of choice and place them on a fast track for career advancement.

Participants will discover the little-known concept of “Career Pathing” and how it holds the key to enabling them to demonstrate professional competency – to be known as a “go to” employee ready to get things accomplished in the bank. NextGen“U” will teach how to:

- Discover, hone and demonstrate professional soft skills.
- Feel focused, energized, and confident in your banking career choice.
- Learn inner workplace strengths – discover an inner compass so to speak – which is a must for career success.
- Have the courage to pursue an ideal career path within the bank.
- Gain wisdom into the science of success; secrets only the top banking professionals know and utilize.

DO YOUR EMPLOYEES HAVE A SOFT SKILLS GAP?

If you’ve been searching for a one-stop online solution for building career skills and truly setting the team apart as future leaders for community banking…Look no further. What enables employees to succeed at the bank has far less to do with technical knowledge and much more to do with the “soft skills”/professional poise they possess – skills such as self-awareness, delegating, team building, customer service, and perhaps most important; how to get along with different types of people.

PACB’s Next Gen“U” Career Pathing Modules are the pinnacle of Professional Soft Skills and Career Success. The NextGen“U” program has been developed to provide the skills training required to enable the bank’s team to become poised and professional representatives. This program can be the keystone that will assist them in moving into a management or leadership role, or be stronger in their current position.

A UNIQUE ONLINE LEADERSHIP & CAREER DEVELOPMENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE! AVAILABLE NOW!
Module 1: Thinking as a Manager: Understanding Your Role

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: Track One
Module 2: Managing Your Professional Identity
Module 3: Career Development – Promote Yourself Within the Bank
Module 4: Goal Setting and Achievement
Module 5: Are You Ready for Change? Strategies & Tips for Workplace Change and Transition

THOUGHT AND CHARACTER: Track Two
Module 6: Leadership: Building Your Character for Success
Module 7: Effective Decision-Making
Module 8: Cultivating a Champion Mindset
Module 9: Presentations That Deliver

CONNECTING WITH OTHERS: Track Three
Module 10: Successful Communication: Connecting With Others
Module 11: Leading with Purpose and Vision: Inspiring Yourself & Others
Module 12: Creating a Motivated Work Team Through Delegation & Coaching
Module 13: Building a Winning Team

COMMUNITY: Track Four
Module 14: Customer Service: A Culture of Service Excellence
Module 15: Volunteering & Mentoring: Community Involvement
Module 16: Business Writing I
Module 17: Business Writing II

NextGen“U” can be accessed online at pacb.org. Students are required to set up a profile, agree to the usage requirements and then begin the registration process. We recommend following the curriculum chronologicaly, however, if a student wishes to take classes of interest in a random order, it is acceptable. Individual professional development varies and NextGen“U” is designed to meet diverse training needs.
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